Directions from VU University to:

OURCAMPUS & OURDOMAIN

OPTION 1: Train (26 min)
- Walk to station Amsterdam Zuid
- Take the Sprinter (train) to Almere Oostvaarders and get off at Diemen Zuid
- From there it is a 2 min walk as shown on the map below

OPTION 2: Tram & metro (36 min)
- Take tram 25 to Centraal Station and get off at Amstelveenseweg
- Transfer to metro 50 to Gein and get off at Van der Madeweg
- Transfer to metro 53 to Gaasperplan and get off at station Diemen-Zuid
- From there it is a 2 min walk as shown on the map below

OurCampus and OurDomain are located next to each other

Or find your travel information for public transport with the ‘9292’ app!